The Sunday List of Dreams: A Novel

In The Sunday List of Dreams, author Kris
Radish pens the uplifting story of a woman
who finds that renewing her relationship
with her daughter proves the greatest
adventure of all. As Connie Nixon
fine-tunes her list of dreams, she imagines
a new life for herself and pictures a Connie
who stops setting her alarm clock and who
drinks wine before noon. Making a list,
however, proves much easier than actually
acting on her desires. But then she makes a
shocking discovery: her youngest daughter,
Jessica, now living in New York City, is
part owner of a wildly successful sex toy
shop. Startled by this knowledge, Connie
sets out to reconnect with Jessica and finds
herself living the life shes always dreamed
about. Radishs sparkling tale of
mother-daughter bonds inspires even as it
delivers heaping measures of humor. A
warm reading from narrator Christina
Moore captures all the joy of the authors
well-crafted tale.
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Novel Kris Radish. Eli THE SUNDAY us? or DREAMS A Bantam Book / February 2007 Published by Bantam The
sunday list of dreams / Kris Radish. p. cm.The Sunday List of Dreams From the acclaimed author of Annie Freemans
Fabulous Traveling Funeral comes a deliciously outrageous novel about a womanThe Sunday List of Dreams. But
actually doing something about her desires is a different storyuntil the night she comes across a box belonging to her
Bantam will release Radishs fourth novel, The Sunday List of Dreams, on February 1, with a 100,000-copy initial print
run in trade paper.The Sunday List of Dreams has 1280 ratings and 204 reviews. But actually doing something about
her desires is a different storyuntil the night she comesThe Lake of Dreams: A Novel [Kim Edwards] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Buy New. $9.75. List Price: $26.95. Save: $17.20 (64%).The House of Dreams: A Novel
[Kate Lord Brown] on . The Sunday meetings there were legendary, and people would come from all over to as Read
of the Month for June 2015 and made it to the Globe & Mail bestseller list.Connie Nixon is no stranger to making lists.
In fact, she has rewritten the list of her deepest desires no fewer than forty-eight times. And each Sunday, for as
longEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. With her retirement looming, nurse Connie Nixon is preparing a list of
dreams to accomplish once shes out of the Connie fine-tunes her 30-year project called The Sunday List of Dreams,
pages and pages of things she wants to do, hopes to do, In the end, this is a story about women helping women and the
ability of one brave
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